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From the Pope's table to yours . . . Pontifical Swiss Guard presents ... a book like no other. From

the elite protectors of the Popes and Defenders of the Faith for more than 500 years, a unique

collection of exceptional recipes from simple to sublime, everyday staples to holiday feasts. Here

are the classics served at Vatican tables for centuries and the finest of modern cuisine. Best of all,

we pay tribute to Pope Francis, Pope Benedict XVI and Holy Pope John Paul II with the personal

favorite dishes from their homelands of Argentina, Bavaria, and Poland. A marvelous cookbook and

so much more. The Vatican Cookbook features superb photographs that take us behind the scenes

to secret and special places of Vatican City. Walk the hallowed halls of St. Peter's Basilica, the

Vatican Museums, and the Sistine Chapel. Enjoy the stories and legends of the Swiss Guard

handed down since the days of Michelangelo.  For all who love to cook and share meals with family

and friends, and for all who are fascinated by the wonders and the grandeur of the Vatican, the

Swiss Guard is pleased to offer you ... The Vatican Cookbook.
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I originally bout this for the nastolgia, but it really delivers as a practical cookbook. The recipes are

very easy to make and very very good as well. I highly recommend this cookbook to people of all

religions.

It was everything I expected, and more. There are beautiful pictures of the Vatican and the Swiss

Guard as well as history and background of the Swiss guard. With pictures and a brief biography of



Pope Francis, Pope Benedict XVI, and St. John Paul II, a who is who in both the guard and Vatican

hierarchy, making it a nice coffee table book.I won't be keeping it on the coffee table though. It has

wonderful recipes that I know I will use over and over again, so it will sit with my favorite cookbooks.

Everything about this book is top notch. Haven't yet used any recipes but they all look great. The

photography and narrative are excellent. Perfect for anyone who loves eating, Italy, Rome, the

Vatican, or the handsome Swiss Guard!

Truly a one of a kind cookbook. Shows the beauty of Rome, the delicious recipes and the strength

of the catholic faith. Sitting on our kitchen table as we speak !!

Beautiful book with spectacular photographs. I saw this on one of the morning news networks last

week. The food they prepared looked amazing. I am anxious to try a few of those same recipes

myself but have spent more time reading the book than cooking anything. The recipes look like

something an amateur like me can make without any issues - no special ingredients or devices

needed. This will make a great Christmas present for several people on my list. But I am keeping

this one!

A must buy. The recipes are fabulous, the pictures are grand, the price is right.

What a wonderful & beautiful book!The quality of The Vatican Cookbook...is top quality. So much

more than a cook book. Charming pictures of the popes, the swiss guard, gardens, sculpture, the

vatican are absolutley wonderful! AND the stories that go along....Now, as for the selected recipes

(as it is a "cookbook"), oh....each is has a presentation that looks delectable and seems not to be

overly involved to create.This is truly a Lovely book to display.....and use! Cheers!

Beautiful book with history, photos and from what I can gather, delicious recipes. Looking forward to

cooking something that will bring back fond memories of my visits there.
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